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Abstract

The Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) gynoecium consists of two congenitally fused carpels made up of two lateral valve domains and two medial domains, which retain meristematic properties and later fuse to produce the female reproductive structures vital for fertilization. Polar auxin transport (PAT) is important for setting up distinct apical auxin signaling domains in the early floral meristem remnants allowing for lateral domain identity and outgrowth. Crosstalk between auxin and cytokinin plays an important role in the development of other meristematic tissues, but hormone interaction studies to date have focused on more accessible later-stage gynoecia and the spatiotemporal interactions pivotal for patterning of early gynoecium primordia remain unknown. Focusing on the earliest stages, we propose a cytokinin-auxin feedback model during early gynoecium patterning and hormone homeostasis. Our results suggest that cytokinin positively regulates auxin signaling in the incipient gynoecial primordium and strengthen the concept that cytokinin regulates auxin homeostasis during gynoecium development. Specifically, medial cytokinin promotes auxin biosynthesis components (YUC1/4 (YUC1/4)) in, and PINFORMED7 (PIN7)-mediated auxin efflux from, the medial domain. The resulting laterally focused auxin signaling triggers ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE PHOSPHOTRANSFER PROTEIN6 (AHP6), which then represses cytokinin signaling in a PAT-dependent feedback. Cytokinin also down-regulates PIN3, promoting auxin accumulation in the apex. The yuc1, yuc4, and aph6 mutants are hypersensitive to exogenous cytokinin and 1-napthylphthalamic acid (NPA), highlighting their role in mediolateral gynoecium patterning. In summary, these mechanisms self-regulate cytokinin and auxin signaling domains, ensuring correct domain specification and gynoecium development.

The Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) female reproductive organ, the gynoecium, is initiated from the terminating remains of the floral meristem after the initiation of organ primordia in the outer three floral whorls. At floral stage 5 (stages according to Smyth et al., 1990), in the mound of meristematic cells that give rise to the gynoecial primordium, genes marking the medial and lateral gynoecial domains are already differentially expressed (Sessions et al., 1997; Bowman et al., 1999; Ferrándiz et al., 1999; Siegfried et al., 1999; Larsson et al., 2014). The specified lateral domains will subsequently produce the valves, which will enclose the reproductive tissues produced by the medial domain. What regulates the specification of the two types of domains has long been an open question. It is well known that crosstalk between auxin and cytokinin signaling has a major influence on meristematic maintenance and differentiation in many tissues (see review by Schaller et al. (2015)). In the shoot apical meristem (SAM), cytokinin signaling plays a major role maintaining meristem size, opposite to its role in the root apical meristem, where it instead promotes differentiation (Werner et al., 2003; Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Bartrina et al., 2011; Chickarmane et al., 2012). On the other hand, auxin signaling and polar auxin transport regulate lateral organ initiation, outgrowth, and phyllo-taxis (Reinhardt et al., 2003; Kierzkowski et al., 2013).

Recently, we could show that already at stage 5, in the floral meristem remnants, PAT mediated by the PINFORMED1 (PIN1) auxin efflux carrier creates focused auxin response peaks in the center of the two lateral domains, and this is required to repress medial expressed genes in the lateral domain and for valve outgrowth (Larsson et al., 2014). Blocking PAT at this stage results in unfocused and ectopic auxin signaling throughout both medial and lateral domains, reduction of lateral and promotion of medial expressed genes, and consequently
valveless gynoecia develop (Nemhauser et al., 2000; Larsson et al., 2014). In contrast to the lateral domains, the medial domains retain meristematic activity, and at floral stage 7, the adaxial side of the two medial domains forms what are called the “carpel margin meristems” (CMMs). At floral stage 8, the CMMs fuse in the center of the gynoecial cylinder and during the subsequent stages 9 through 12, the CMM forms the placenta, ovules, septum, and transmitting tract, all of which are vital for successful reproduction (Smyth et al., 1990; Sessions, 1997; Bowman et al., 1999). Cytokinin is important for the initiation and/or development of these tissues arising from the CMM. Gynoecia of the triple cytokinin response mutant arr1 arr10 arr12 produce less ovules, show septum fusion defects, and reduced transmitting tract proliferation (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). In addition, mutations in SPATULA (SPT), which encodes a bHLH transcription factor suggested to activate cytokinin response, show similar phenotypes (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017), whereas mutations in CYTOKININ OXIDASE/DEHYDROGENASE3 (CKX3) and CKX5, which encode cytokinin catabolic enzymes, result in increased ovule formation and thus seed set (Bartrina et al., 2011).

Interestingly, cytokinin promotes auxin biosynthesis genes in various organs (Jones et al., 2010; Di et al., 2016). The main auxin biosynthesis pathway in plants is a simple two-step pathway regulated by the TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE OF ARABIDOPSIS (TAA1)/TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE OF ARABIDOPSIS RELATED enzymes followed by the rate-limiting YUCCA (YUC) enzymes [see review by Zhao (2012)]. These enzymes are crucial throughout plant development, including the reproductive phase, and multiple mutants of genes in each family make gynoecia that have severely reduced valves or are completely valveless (Stepanova et al., 2008, 2011; Mashiguchi et al., 2011; Won et al., 2011). Recently, Reyes-Olalde et al. (2017) could show that exogenous cytokinin and ectopic activation of cytokinin signaling increase TAA1 expression in developing medial tissues of stage-9 gynoecia. In addition, cytokinin regulates the activity of PINs, either on a transcriptional or posttranscriptional level in many organs or tissue types, including in the developing ovules at later stages (Laplaze et al., 2007; Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Pernisová et al., 2009; Ruzicka et al., 2009; Bishopp et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Galbiati et al., 2013; Marhavý et al., 2014). During gynoecium development, PIN3 is activated by cytokinin in the medial domain of stage-9 gynoecia, where it appears to be important for proper transmitting tract development (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017).

Auxin, on the other hand, activates genes encoding cytokinin-signaling repressors such as ARABIDOPSIS RESPONSE REGULATOR (ARR) type-A genes and ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE PHOSPHOTRANSFER6 (AHP6) in tissue types requiring high auxin output (Müller and Sheen, 2008; Zhao et al., 2010; Bishopp et al., 2011; Besnard et al., 2014a, 2014b). AHP6 in particular establishes domains of reduced cytokinin signaling to ensure clearly defined auxin peaks for robustness during phyllotaxy regulation (Besnard et al., 2014a, 2014b). Reyes-Olalde et al. (2017) also studied AHP6 expression in differentiating gynoecia (stage 9) and suggested a model of cytokinin-auxin crosstalk during placenta and ovule development including cytokinin-directed activation of auxin biosynthesis (TAA1) and efflux (PIN3) genes in the medial reproductive tissues, and auxin-induced repression of cytokinin signaling in the lateral valves via AHP6.

Given the multiple levels of interaction, it is plausible that an auxin-cytokinin interaction would contribute to medial-lateral boundary development already in the floral meristem remnants giving rise to the gynoecial primordia. So far, no studies of the activity or importance of cytokinin and its crosstalk with auxin in the early stages of gynoecial primordium patterning have been reported.

Here we focus on identifying mechanisms of auxin-cytokinin interactions in the medial-lateral patterning of the floral meristem remnants. This is the developmental time point when the patterning decision is established, which lays the foundation for the further development of the gynoecium. We show that auxin and cytokinin signaling peak in mutually exclusive domains, and while cytokinin promotes auxin signaling, cytokinin signaling remains repressed from peak auxin signaling domains through, in part, AHP6. Cytokinin promotes some medial but not lateral identity genes in early stage gynoecia. In addition, both YUC1 and YUC4 are promoted by cytokinin in the medial domain, and their expression is important for hormone homeostasis during later processes such as valve outgrowth and ovule, style, and stigma development. Cytokinin also targets PAT by promoting medial auxin efflux via the up-regulation of PIN7 and apical auxin accumulation via PIN3 repression. Together, our results both strengthen preexisting models of auxin-cytokinin interactions and provide, to our knowledge, new insights on a crosstalk network in which cytokinin regulates auxin biosynthesis and transport in the incipient gynoecial primordium to ensure auxin maxima are established, whereas auxin and PAT restrict cytokinin signaling to the medial tissue, so that correct gynoecium patterning ensues.

RESULTS

Cytokinin and Auxin Signaling Act in Mutually Exclusive Domains in the Youngest Gynoecial Primordium

To correlate changes in auxin and cytokinin signaling peaks, we analyzed plants containing reporters for both auxin and cytokinin signaling, DR5::RFP (Marin et al., 2010) and TCSm::GFP (Zürcher et al., 2013), respectively. At stage 5 (Fig. 1A), DR5::RFP marks the two lateral foci and is strongest in the apical-most cells (until about 10 μm below the apex; Fig. 1, B, and D to G), as previously shown (Larsson et al., 2014). In the same tissues, TCSm::GFP is expressed in both apical and subapical medial cells, peaking in expression between...
10 μm and 15 μm below the apex (Fig. 1, B, and D to G). **TCSn::GFP** also forms two peaks in the basal lateral domain around 20 μm below the apex (Fig. 1G). Taken together, these results indicate that the two hormones act in complementary primordial domains, in line with what has been suggested for later stage gynoecia (Marsch-Martínez et al., 2012). To understand how this early tissue responds to exogenous cytokinin, we assessed the expression of these markers after treatment with the synthetic cytokinin 6-benzylaminopurine (BAP). A strong up-regulation of **TCSn** 24 hours (h) after treatment suggests that nearly all stage-5 cells are BAP sensitive (Fig. 1, C, and H to K). To examine if exogenous cytokinin could affect auxin signaling, we assessed the expression of **DR5::RFP** in these same BAP-treated tissues. Indeed, BAP treatment induces a broader, less-focused apical **DR5::RFP** response (Fig. 1, C, H, and I), indicating that exogenous cytokinin promotes increased auxin signaling in the apical domain. Interestingly, in these **DR5** expressing cells, **TCSn::GFP** is generally not detectable or drastically weaker than neighboring non**DR5**-expressing cells (Supplemental Fig. S1, A, B, and D), suggesting that auxin signaling feeds-back to repress cytokinin signaling in its peak domains. Alternatively, cytokinin response components may simply not express in these cells.

Stage-6 gynoecia had comparable expression patterns to stage-5 gynoecia (Fig. 1, L, M, and Q). In later stage 7 and stage 8, **TCSn::GFP** becomes restricted to the basal part of the gynoecium, predominantly in the adaxial medial domain, and **DR5::RFP** expands to the lateral and medial preprocambial domains (Fig. 1, N to P) as previously described for **DR5rev::3xVENUS** (Larsson et al., 2014), remaining complementary to the observed cytokinin signaling peaks. After 24 h BAP treatment,
cytokinin signaling expands to almost all cells of the stage-7 gynoecium except those in the gynoecium apex and the preprocambial domains, where instead enlarged DR5::RFP expression is detected (Fig. 1, R and S; Supplemental Fig. S1, C to E). Together, these results show that cytokinin-auxin crosstalk dynamics act on mutual regulation to ensure complementary signaling domains in early stage gynoecia.

Ectopic Cytokinin Affects Select Medial, but Not Lateral, Reporters

We have previously shown that blocking PAT in early stage gynoecia with 1-napthylphthalamic acid (NPA) results in an expansion of medially expressed reporters (pSHP2::YFP and TAA1::TAA1::GFP), and a reduced expression of the abaxial lateral reporter pFIL::GFP, indicating that PAT is important in early stages for correct tissue identity (Larsson et al., 2014). It has been suggested that cytokinin may affect mediolateral patterning via auxin transport, since long-term treatment with both NPA and BAP results in valveless gynoecia (Zúñiga-Mayo et al., 2014). To test whether cytokinin may affect early domain specification in a similar way to NPA, we assessed the expression of the same reporters after transient BAP treatment. After 24 h BAP treatment, pSHP2::YFP showed a weak expansion into the lateral domain (Fig. 2, A and B), although this appears less pronounced compared to previously published effects on pSHP2::YFP by NPA (Larsson et al., 2014). In contrast to NPA, laterally expressed pFIL::GFP was unaltered after 24h BAP (Fig. 2, D and E). Although it has recently been reported that medial expressed pTAA1::TAA1::GFP can be up-regulated by cytokinin in later-stage gynoecia (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017), we detected no deviations in TAA1 expression 24 h, 48 h, or 72 h after BAP in the earliest stage-5 to stage-8 gynoecia (Supplemental Fig. S2). Together, these results suggest that cytokinin treatment of early stage gynoecia can partially promote ectopic medial identity via SHP2, but that lateral identity appears unaffected after short treatments. The gynoecial primordia likely robustly buffers ectopic and transient presence of BAP.

Auxin-directed AHP6 Represses Lateral Cytokinin Signaling to Establish Hormone Homeostasis and Promote Domain Specification in the Gynoecial Primordium

In both roots and the SAM, auxin activates AHP6, which in turn represses cytokinin signaling (Mähönen et al., 2006; Bishopp et al., 2011; Besnard et al., 2014a, 2014b). We therefore asked whether AHP6 is important also during early gynoecial primordium formation. In the earliest stage-5 gynoecial primordia, pAHP6::GFP is distinctly expressed in the lateral domains, and by late stage 7, expression can also be detected in a file of med-
In later stages, AHP6 expression weakens drastically and becomes vascular specific (Supplemental Fig. S3A) as previously described (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). Although AHP6 is repressed by BAP in roots (Mahonen et al., 2006), it remains laterally expressed after BAP treatment in gynoecial primordia (Supplemental Fig. S3, B and C), in line with its behavior in the SAM (Besnard et al., 2014a, 2014b). Next, we assessed the effects of the *ahp6-1* mutation on the expression of the domain markers *pSHP2::YFP* and *pFIL::GFP*. Similar to short-term BAP effects, the medial marker *pSHP2::YFP* is expanded into the lateral domains of *ahp6-1* (Fig. 2C), whereas the lateral marker *pFIL::GFP* is expressed as in wild type (Fig. 2F). Together, these results suggest that AHP6-mediated repression of cytokinin signaling in the auxin response domains may confine medial fate to nonlateral positions for correct domain boundary specification in early stage gynoecia.

If AHP6 is important for restricting cytokinin signaling from the medial domains, and BAP treatment broadens the auxin response domain (Fig. 1, B to K), then we expect that auxin response may also be affected in the *ahp6-1* mutant as a result of increased cytokinin signaling. Indeed, the *ahp6-1* mutant exhibited broader, less-focused auxin maxima and significantly more cells expressing DR5 (Fig. 2, G, I, J, and L), similar to what is observed after BAP treatment (Fig. 2, H and K; Supplemental Fig. S3F). This data suggests that cytokinin signaling is regulated by AHP6 in the early stage primordium, and that this in turn acts to balance auxin-signaling domains.

Next, we assessed the role of PAT in the regulation of AHP6. We have previously shown that NPA treatment of early stage gynoecial primordia results in strong, ectopic auxin response as seen by DR5 (Larsson et al., 2014); similarly, a 24 h NPA treatment causes expanded *pAHp6::GFP* in stage-5 gynoecial primordia, resulting in a ring of *AHP6* expression at the apex (Fig. 2O). Therefore, the PAT essential for forming focused auxin peaks in the young primordium apex also ensures correct activation of *AHP6*. To understand if blocking auxin transport affects cytokinin signaling, we assessed *TCSn::GFP* after NPA treatment in wild type and *ahp6-1*. Indeed, a 24 h NPA treatment caused a clear reduction of cytokinin signaling in wild type gynoecial primordia, as seen by reduced *TCSn::GFP* in a ring around the adaxial, medial domain (Fig. 2, P, Q and R), complementary to the observed expansion of *AHP6* (Fig. 2O). Longer NPA treatment (72 h) causes a drastic reduction in cytokinin signaling, where *TCSn::GFP* is most prominently reduced in the medial domain but also clearly reduced in the lateral domain (Fig. 2S). If AHP6 is important for hormone homeostasis in the early stage primordium, we expect to see evidence of this in the *ahp6-1* mutant. Indeed, stage-5 *ahp6-1* gynoecial primordia have increased *TCSn* expression in the lateral domains (Fig. 2T), indicating that AHP6 is important for dampening cytokinin signaling in the lateral domain. At stage 8, we observed that *TCSn::GFP* was frequently expressed ectopically in the apical, lateral domain in *ahp6-1* mutants, which was not observed in wild type (Supplemental Fig. S3D), which is in accordance with Reyes-Olalde et al. (2017), who recently showed ectopic *TCS::GFP* activity in the lateral valves of stage-9 and mature *ahp6-1* gynoecia. In contrast to wild type gynoecial primordia, NPA treatment of *ahp6-1* did not reduce the cytokinin signaling reporter activity as readily after 24 h or 72 h (Fig. 2, R, S, U, and V). Taken together, these results suggest that auxin-mediated AHP6 regulation is a key component in auxin-dependent repression of cytokinin signaling in early stage gynoecial primordia. AHP6 is a clear player in ensuring a balanced relationship between auxin and cytokinin signaling domains in the earliest stages of gynoecium development.

**Cytokinin Promotes Auxin Biosynthesis Gene Activity and Regulates Auxin Transport Activities in the Gynoecial Primordium**

In roots, cytokinin signaling can regulate the expression of several *YUC* auxin biosynthesis genes (Jones et al., 2010; Di et al., 2016), and *PIN1, PIN3*, and *PIN7* auxin efflux carriers (Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Ruzicka et al., 2009; Bishopp et al., 2011; Simasková et al., 2015). We and others have previously shown that *PIN1, PIN3*, and *PIN7* translational reporters are expressed in tissue-specific patterns in early stage gynoecial primordia (Larsson et al., 2014; Moubayidin and Ostergaard, 2014). In searching the Arabidopsis eFP browser (http://bar.utoronto.ca/efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi) for auxin biosynthesis components that are transcriptionally affected by cytokinin, we noted that *YUC1* and *YUC4* responded to cytokinin in seedlings. In addition, the *mucl yuc4* double mutant has a severe gynoecial phenotype (Cheng et al., 2006), reminiscent of NPA or BAP treatment of wild type gynoecia. However, while *YUC1* and *YUC4* are expressed in inflorescence meristems and later stage gynoecia (Cheng et al., 2006), their activity in the gynoecial primordium has not been investigated. Therefore, we looked further into a possible interaction between cytokinin and components regulating auxin biosynthesis and transport in the gynoecial primordium.

In the stage-5 gynoecial primordium, both *pYUC1*: *n3GFp* and *pPIN7::PIN7::GFP* are expressed in a few subapical medial cells, peaking at 10 μm to 20 μm below the apex (Fig. 3, A, A', K, and K'), overlapping with the cytokinin signaling peak (Fig. 1B). BAP treatment (24 h) results in elevated and ectopic expression of both genes. *YUC1* expression is up-regulated and ectopic throughout the medial domain and occasionally also in the lateral domain (Fig. 3, D, D', and E), whereas longer (48 h) BAP treatment consistently leads to ectopic *YUC1* expression in the lateral domains (Supplemental Fig. S4A). By stage 7, *YUC1* is expressed only in the adaxial-most part of the medial domains that will later fuse to form the placenta and transmitting tract (Fig. 3, B and C), whereas BAP treatment strongly activates *YUC1* throughout the medial domain (Fig. 3, F and G).
Although the stage 5 PIN7-expression is evident in most gynoecia, it is often weak (Fig. 3O); however, 24 h BAP treatment results in stronger, clearly detectable PIN7 activity in the corresponding subapical medial cells of all stage-5 gynoecia (Fig. 3, L and L'). In addition, BAP treatment also induces ectopic PIN7 expression in a wider range of subapical medial cells and occasionally also in the lateral domains (Fig. 3M). The activation of PIN7 by cytokinin in gynoecial primordia is in line with the reported cytokinin-induced PIN7 expression in roots (Ruzicka et al.,
2009; Bishopp et al., 2011; Šimášková et al., 2015). Together our data suggest that YUC1 and PIN7 expression overlap with peak cytokinin signaling in the subapical medial tissue of the gynoecial primordium, and that cytokinin can promote medial auxin biosynthesis in, and PIN7-mediated auxin efflux from, this domain.

pYUC4::n3GFP is expressed in all apical, epidermal cells of stage-5 and stage-7 gynoecial primordia; the signal is slightly stronger in the medial domain at stage 5 and in a few adaxial-most cells of the medial domain at stage 7 (Fig. 3, P and Q). A 24 h BAP treatment up-regulates YUC4 expression predominantly in the medial epidermis, and at stage 7, the strongest YUC4 activation occurs in the adaxial-most medial cells (Fig. 3, R and S). Interestingly, pPIN3::PIN3::GFP is expressed in a few adaxial, medial cells at stage 5, partly overlapping with YUC4 and apical TCSn (Fig. 3W), and at stage 6, PIN3 expression is also detected in one or two apical, lateral cells and a few basal, medial cells (Fig. 3X). By stage 7 and stage 8, PIN3 becomes stronger and broadens in the medial apex, and apparently marks preprocambial positions in a few apical, lateral cells (Fig. 3, Y and Z). Twenty-four hours after BAP treatment, PIN3 is significantly reduced in all early gynoecial primordia stages in the medial domain, and also reduced in the lateral domain of stage 7 and stage 8 (Fig. 3AA-DD and Supplemental Fig. S4D). Together, these data suggest that cytokinin in the apical medial domain can activate YUC4 and repress PIN3 expression, and this may serve to promote auxin accumulation in the apex and to delay auxin drainage from the apical medial domain. These data are in accordance with the broadened, less-focused auxin response observed after cytokinin treatment (Figs. 1 and 2), suggesting that cytokinin may spatiotemporally control the timing of medial auxin drainage and consequently, medial proprocambium formation. Accordingly, the provascular marker pIAA2::GLI5 (Bishopp et al., 2011) exhibits reduced provascular expression in later stage gynoecia both 72 h and 9 d after BAP treatment (Supplemental Fig. S5).

To confirm and better characterize the timing of the observed expression changes after treatment with BAP, we performed quantitative real-time PCR. Because it is not feasible to hand-extract such early stage gynoecial primordia without neighboring tissue contamination, we instead extracted RNA from primary inflorescences with stage 9 and older flowers removed. As expected, both YUC1 and YUC4 are significantly up-regulated at 2 h, 6 h, and 24 h after BAP treatment (Fig. 4A), suggesting that BAP has an enduring influence on the expression of both of these auxin biosynthesis genes. In contrast and unexpectedly, the PIN3 transcript level was elevated instead of repressed shortly after BAP treatment (2 h), although no change compared to mock was detected after 6 h and 24 h BAP treatment (Fig. 4A). We therefore examined the PIN3 reporter in gynoecia after short-term BAP treatment (2 h), and detected a small but significant reduction in PIN3 activity compared to mock (Supplemental Fig. S4, B to D), in support of the confocal results after 24 h BAP (Fig. 3W-DD). No significant change in transcript abundance of PIN7 in young floral buds was detected at any time point after BAP treatment (Fig. 4A). The discrepancies between BAP effects on PIN3 and PIN7 expressions obtained by qPCR and confocal experiments could reflect a differential response to BAP in the additional floral tissues included only in the qPCR experiment. Alternatively, cytokinin’s effects on the PIN3 and PIN7 translational reporters may indicate a role of posttranscriptional regulation by cytokinin on PINs, as has been previously demonstrated in roots (Zhang et al., 2011).

In contrast to other organs (Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Ruzicka et al., 2009), no perceptible deviation in pPIN1::PIN1::GFP signal intensity or localization was detected in early stage BAP-treated gynoecia compared to mock treatment (Supplemental Fig. S4, E and F), suggesting that PIN1 is not an early cytokinin target in gynoecia.

As auxin can negatively feed-back on YUC expression (Suzuki et al., 2015), we treated both YUC and PIN reporters with two different synthetic auxins, 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), but we observed no alterations of YUC1, YUC4, or PIN7 activity after a 24 h treatment (Supplemental Fig. S6, A to C; compare to Fig. 3, A to C, K, P, and Q). This clearly indicates that the observed BAP-induced expression changes are not explained by cytokinin’s influence on auxin homeostasis alone. In contrast, both BAP and auxin treatments exerted similar repressive effects on apical PIN3 expression (Supplemental Fig. S6D, compare to Fig. 3, W to DD), hinting that cytokinin’s repressive effect on PIN3 may be the result of up-regulated auxin signaling.

**Endogenous Cytokinin Signaling is Required for YUC1, YUC4, and PIN7 Expression in the Gynoecial Primordium**

We next asked whether endogenous cytokinin signaling is important for activation of YUC1 and YUC4. Because of gene redundancy in the cytokinin signaling pathway, multiple mutants are often necessary to observe any phenotypic changes to gynoecium development; however, these mutants exhibit severe growth defects already in the vegetative state that may carry over secondary defects to the development of the gynoecium, as the gynoecium is the last organ to develop
Hormone Crosstalk in Early Gynoecium Development

We present new insights on cytokinin and auxin crosstalk in the earliest stages of gynoecial primordium establishment. First, we show that TCSn, AHP6, and DR5 expression in stage-5 gynoecial primordia are spatially comparable to that in the SAM and floral meristem (FM) (Yoshida et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2012; Zürcher et al., 2013), suggesting that the FM organization partially remains during gynoecium initiation (Figs. 1 and 2). DR5 and AHP6 are expressed mainly in lateral domains, while TCSn is active in the medial domain, peaking a few cell layers below the apex. This implies that the lateral domains of the incipient gynoecial primordia experience a similar hormonal regulation used for lateral organ initiation by the SAM and FM, while the medial domains retain a regulation common for the meristematic region. In the respective

Figure 5. YUC1, YUC4 and AHP6 are required for valve outgrowth and hormone homeostasis. A, Quantification of valve phenotypes in stage-12 gynoecia from yuc1, yuc4, and ahp6 mutants analyzed 14 d after 1 d transient treatment with mock, BAP, or NPA. B, Quantification of outgrowth severity in Col-0, yuc1, and yuc4 mutants after five consecutive days of mock or BAP treatment, analyzed 14 d after the first spray.
domains, cytokinin promotes medial markers, such as SHP2, whereas auxin peaks promote lateral identity (e.g. FIL). This may not be surprising, considering the suggestion that the carpels evolutionarily represent ancestral leaflike structures carrying spores along their edges [for review, see Hawkins and Liu (2014)].

We show that through stage 6 and stage 7, the TCSn signal becomes restricted to the adaxial, basal part of the medial domain (Fig. 1), and in subsequent stages, when the medial part grows out to form the CMM, from which the reproductive tissues develop, the complementary hormonal regulation largely remains (Martínez et al., 2012). At these later stages, the TCS::GFP reporter is active in the CMM, septum, and replum initials; however, the responsiveness to BAP appears to be restricted to the innermost medial domain (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2012). In contrast, we show that most of the tissues in young gynoecial primordia (stage 5 to stage 8) can respond to BAP treatment (Fig. 1), suggesting that after complete lateral domain specification around stage 8, cytokinin responsiveness is efficiently blocked from this domain. This may be due to the repressive effects of auxin signaling perhaps in part through promotion of AHP6, which remains in the lateral domains of later-stage gynoecial primordia (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017).

Interestingly, apart from an elevated TCSn expression in stage-5 ahp6-1 lateral domains, which is in accordance with published data on later-stage gynoecia (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017), TCSn expression was weaker in the medial domains of stage-5 ahp6-1 gynoecia (Fig. 2T), suggesting that increased cytokinin signaling in auxin response domains may autonomously feed-back on cytokinin signaling in domains normally without strong auxin response. Because BAP treatment resulted in broader, less-focused auxin response, we hypothesized that this feedback likely occurs via auxin signaling. Indeed, auxin response, as visualized by the DR5::3xVENUS reporter (Vernoux et al., 2011; Besnard et al., 2014a, 2014b), was expanded and less focused in ahp6-1 gynoecial primordia, and more cells expressed DR5, similarly to DR5 in wild type after 24 h BAP treatment (Fig. 2, G to L; Supplemental Fig. S3F). Although our data show that AHP6 is an important component during gynoecial primordium development to secure correct positioning of not only cytokinin but also auxin signaling maxima, the ahp6-1 mutants develop only slightly fewer stamens and exhibit no discernable gynoecial patterning defects under normal growth conditions (Supplemental Fig. S3E). However, long-term BAP or NPA treatment indicated the importance of AHP6 during development, as the ahp6-1 mutant is hypersensitive to both treatments and forms more reduced valve and valveless gynoecia than BAP or NPA-treated wild type. These findings advocate for a resilient developmental system with multiple and partially redundant layers of cytokinin-auxin feedback, which includes but is not limited to AHP6, to ensure balanced gynoecium development.

Cytokinin Signaling Spatiotemporally Regulates Auxin Homeostasis Genes in Cytokinin Response Domains during Gynoecial Primordium Establishment

Although cytokinin responsiveness of YUC1 and YUC4 was not previously established in wild type gynoecia, the laterally expressed TEOSINTE BRANCHED1-CYCLOIDEA-PCF (TCP) transcription factor TCP15 has been suggested to repress YUC1 and YUC4 activity in developing valves, and to participate in a feedback loop adjusting the auxin-cytokinin balance (Lucero et al., 2015). Here, we reveal expressionally colocalization of YUC1 with cytokinin signaling peaks in the subapical medial domain, demonstrate BAP-mediated expressional activation and show the inhibition of YUC1 activity upon cytokinin signaling repression, which together give strong support for a connection between YUC1 expression and cytokinin signaling in wild type. YUC4, which is expressed in the apical epidermal cells of the newly initiated gynoecial primordium, responds similarly to changes in cytokinin signaling. It is activated by BAP predominantly in the medial epidermal cells, and drastically repressed in these cells upon reduced cytokinin signaling. Together, our data support a role for cytokinin to activate auxin biosynthesis in the medial domain during gynoecial primordium initiation and development.

Although a connection between YUC1 and cytokinin signaling at later developmental stages has not been clarified (Lucero et al., 2015), attention has been given to TAA1, which is BAP-induced in the medial domains of stage-9 gynoecia (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). At this stage, when the CMM initiates internal tissue differentiation, TAA1 transcription appears to be directly regulated by the cytokinin response activator ARR1 (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). ARR1 in turn is directly activated by SPT, a BHLH transcription factor important for correct differentiation of septum, transmitting tract and style tissues from the medial domain (Heisler et al., 2001; Groszmann et al., 2010; Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). In addition, the HECATE (HEC) proteins, closely related to SPT, appear important to support apical YUC4 activity in older gynoecia (stage 10; Schuster et al., 2015). Interestingly, at stage 5, when TAA1 is also expressed in the medial domain, it does not respond to BAP treatment (Supplemental Fig. S2), suggesting that at gynoecial initiation, this first step in the Trp-dependent auxin biosynthetic pathway is not rate limiting, whereas cytokinin promotion instead acts at the rate-limiting step mediated by YUC enzymes. This also suggests that TAA1 is differentially controlled by cytokinin at different stages of development.

Cytokinin Signaling Differentially Regulates PIN Expression in the Early Stage Gynoecial Primordium

Interestingly, the medial expression of YUC1 and YUC4 does not overlap with peak auxin signaling, which instead peaks in the lateral apical domains. This is in line with observations made from various auxin
biosynthetic components in other tissues (Stepanova et al., 2008; Ursache et al., 2014), where researchers have postulated that the discrepancy between auxin biosynthesis and signaling peaks likely underscores the necessity of a functional auxin transport system to correctly position auxin maxima for various developmental processes.

Indeed, using short-term BAP and PI-55 treatments, we could show that cytokinin regulates auxin transport by promoting PIN7 expression in the basal, medial domain of stage-5 gynoecial primordia, where cytokinin signaling and YUC1 expression peak (Fig. 3); however, in later stages, when the lateral domains have already expanded, no PIN7 activity is detectable in the medial domain (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). In contrast, cytokinin represses PIN3 expression in apical tissues, where cytokinin-regulated YUC4 is most strongly expressed. These results suggest that cytokinin effectively encourages auxin transport out of the basal medial domain and reduces auxin efflux from the apical tissues of early stage gynoecial primordia. In line with these findings, PIN7 is up-regulated while PIN3 is repressed in cytokinin-treated roots (Ruzicka et al., 2009; Bishopp et al., 2011). As PIN3, in contrast to YUC1, YUC4, and PIN7, is also responding to auxin, the cytokinin-induced repression of the PIN3 transnational reporter may be mediated by cytokinin’s effects on auxin in young gynoecial primordia. At later stages, PIN3 appears to be activated in medial tissues via the same regulatory route as TAA1 (SPT and ARR1) and possibly also directly by HEC proteins (Schuster et al., 2015; Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017).

In line with these observed differences between early and later stage gynoecia, cytokinin modulates auxin flow in ovules by promoting PIN1, leading to balanced auxin response domains, and BAP treatment leads to increases in PIN1 and exogenous DR5 signal in the developing ovule (Bencivenga et al., 2012). However, we did not observe any obvious changes to PIN1 after BAP treatment in the gynoecial primordium, suggesting that cytokinin-regulated PIN1 instead has a later role during gynoecium development, at the level of ovule differentiation.

Recently, cytokinin has been shown to directly regulate PIN1 and PIN7 transcription in roots via CYTOKININ RESPONSE FACTOR (CRF) transcription factors that bind to specific PIN CYTOKININ RESPONSE ELEMENT (PCRE) domains found in PIN1 and PIN7 promoters (Šimášková et al., 2015). In addition, cytokinin’s activation of PIN1 in ovules has been linked to the PCRE domain, and multiple CRF mutants have reduced seed-set (Rashotte et al., 2006; Bencivenga et al., 2012; Cucinotta et al., 2016). Therefore, it is plausible that cytokinin could regulate PIN7 and possibly PIN3 by a similar mechanism via CRF transcription factors during gynoecial primordium initiation.

Blocking auxin transport with NPA leads to increased as well as broadened auxin response domains (Larsson et al., 2014), which causes valveless and reduced-valve gynoecia (Nemhauser et al., 2000; Larsson et al., 2014). In line with our findings, loss-of-function pin3 and pin7 mutants are hypersensitive to BAP treatment and form more valveless gynoecia after BAP treatment than BAP-treated wild type (Zühiga-Mayo et al., 2014), suggesting PIN3 and PIN7 each have a role in promoting correct auxin maxima drainage to ensure lateral tissue development. Taken together with our findings, we suggest that cytokinin regulates auxin transport thus stabilizing auxin maxima formation, ultimately ensuring the correct formation of the lateral domains.

We hereby propose a model elucidating a sophisticated cytokinin-auxin feedback mechanism in the earliest stage of gynoecial primordium initiation (Fig. 6). This intricate network creates a homeostatic hormone balance vital for correct mediolateral patterning and tissue specification in the early stage gynoecium. The expression of the identified molecular components, as well as their homologs, in various plant tissues hints that this feedback mechanism may be conserved in other meristematic systems. In addition, the model contains both similarities and differences compared to the recently presented model for cytokinin-auxin interactions in differentiating stage-9 to stage-12 gynoecia (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). Common to both models is the restriction of cytokinin signaling to the medial domain through the action of auxin-induced AHP6 in the lateral domains. Additionally, in medial tissues, cytokinin promotes the expression of multiple auxin biosynthesis genes as well as the flow and accumulation of auxin into the medial domain (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). This intricate network creates a homeostatic hormone balance vital for correct mediolateral patterning and tissue specification in the early stage gynoecium. The expression of the identified molecular components, as well as their homologs, in various plant tissues hints that this feedback mechanism may be conserved in other meristematic systems. In addition, the model contains both similarities and differences compared to the recently presented model for cytokinin-auxin interactions in differentiating stage-9 to stage-12 gynoecia (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017). Common to both models is the restriction of cytokinin signaling to the medial domain through the action of auxin-induced AHP6 in the lateral domains. Additionally, in medial tissues, cytokinin promotes the expression of multiple auxin biosynthesis genes as well as the flow and accumulation of auxin into the medial domain (Reyes-Olalde et al., 2017).
auxin by regulating the expression of auxin efflux carriers. However, our models differ in the specificity of the target genes, the way in which these are regulated, and in the direction of auxin flow. We show evidence of YUC1 and YUC4 regulation at early stages, whereas Reyes-Olalde et al. (2017) show support for TAA1 activation at later stages. In addition, we propose that auxin flows outward from the medial domain (via PIN7), then apically where it accumulates (through repression of PIN3) and promotes the formation of auxin signaling maxima and valve outgrowth as auxin is subsequently drained. In later stages, Reyes-Olalde et al. (2017) propose that cytokinin-induced PIN3 directs auxin flow from central to peripheral medial tissues and subsequently to lateral domains.

The differences observed among the regulation of PIN3, PIN7, and TAA1, as well as the proposed destination of auxin produced in the medial domain of the incipient gynoecial primordium compared to the following developmental stages, highlight the dynamic regulation occurring in such complex tissues, and emphasizes the necessity for more stage-focused, spatiotemporal hormone interaction studies. It also clearly reveals that it is not possible to superimpose data found in one stage of development upon other stages.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a network of cytokinin-auxin interactions in the incipient gynoecial primordium in which cytokinin up-regulates both the auxin biosynthesis genes YUC1 and YUC4 and the auxin transport gene PIN7 in the medial domain, whereas auxin blocks cytokinin signaling in the lateral domains via promotion of AHf6. In addition, cytokinin down-regulates apically expressed PIN3 to ensure auxin accumulation at the apex. Together, this network promotes hormone homeostasis, correct domain specification, and valve outgrowth. As this network is far from complete, future work is needed to identify additional players and enrich our understanding of those components involved in hormone crosstalk during the development of the gynoecial primordium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

All lines used in this study are in the Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) Columbia ecotype background. The following lines have been described previously: DR5::RFP (Marin et al., 2010), TCSn::GFP (Zürcher et al., 2013), DR5::GFP (Friml et al., 2003), pSHP2::YFP (Besnard et al., 2014), pPIN3::PIN3::GFP (Besnard et al., 2014), and DR5::VENUS (Zürcher et al., 2013). All mutant alleles were genotyped by PCR using gene- and T-DNA-specific primers except for ahp6-1, whose PCR product from the mutant but not the wild type was cleaved enzymatically with PsvII and separated by gel electrophoresis. All primers are listed in Supplemental Table S1. Seeds were surface-sterilized using 10% (v/v) commercial bleach containing 0.15% (v/v) SDS for 15 min, then 70% (v/v) ethanol for 1 min, and germinated on plates containing 0.5% Murashige & Skoog medium with 1% (w/v) Suc and 1% (w/v) plant agar. One- to two-week-old seedlings were transplanted to soil and grown under controlled long-day conditions (16-h light/8-h dark photoperiod at 110 μmol m−2 s−1 and 22°C).

For imaging of 24 h or longer hormone treatments, plants were sprayed once in the morning (0 h) and once in the afternoon (8 h) as described previously (Nernhauser et al., 2000; Larsson et al., 2014) with 100 μM BAP, 1 μM PI-5, 100 μM NPA, 100 μM NAA, or 10 μM 2,4-D containing 0.01% Silwet L-77; working concentrations for NPA, 2,4-D, and BAP were based on previous reports of efficacy (Marsch-Martínez et al., 2012; Yamaguchi et al., 2013; Larsson et al., 2014). BAP and NAA were dissolved in 1 M NaOH to a stock concentration of 100 mM; PI-55, 2,4-D, and NPA were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a stock concentration of 10 mM PI-55, 10 mM 2,4-D, and 100 mM NPA. Mock treatments contained 0.1% (v/v) NaOH or DMSO and 0.01% Silwet L-77 only. Plants were washed with a distilled water spray 24 h after the first hormone spray. For hormone treatments less than 24 h and treatments for RNA extraction, plants were sprayed just once and analyzed or collected at the specified time after treatment. For valve and outgrowth quantification of gac and alpr mutants, plants were sprayed with 100 μM BAP once in the morning and once in the afternoon and sprayed with water on d 2 (valve quantification) or sprayed 1± for 5 d and then sprayed with water on d 6. Inflorescences were fixed and cleared with chloral hydrate (see below) on d 14.

Sample Preparation

Gynoecia were individually hand-dissected out from the inflorescences and mounted on 1% agarose (w/v) for confocal microscopy in water or 30% glycerol for fluorescence microscopy, or in chloral hydrate (2.5 g chloral hydrate in 30% [v/v] glycerol) for GUS-stained tissues. A minimum of 10 gynoecia of each stage was analyzed from at least two (Supplemental Data) or three independent experiments. For pPIN1::PIN1::GFP fixation and localization and GUS staining, samples were prepared as previously described (Larsson et al., 2014). All GUS-staining times were equal for all treatments within one experiment.

Microscopy, Imaging, and Analysis

Confocal laser-scanning microscopy was performed using a model no. 780 inverted AxioObserver (Zeiss) with a supersensitive GaAsp detector. An argon laser was used at 488 nm for GFP, 514 nm for YFP, and 633 nm for RFP and chlorophyll a excitation. Emissions were detected between 491 nm and 555 nm for GFP, 517 nm and 606 nm for YFP, 624 nm and 642 nm for RFP, and 648 nm and 721 nm for chlorophyll a. All images were taken using a C-Apochromat 63× water immersion objective with the pinhole set to 1 Airy unit. The images presented are either a snapshot of a single focal plane (snap) or a maximum intensity projection of multiple individual images taken as a z-series and assembled as a three-dimensional reconstruction (stack) using the ZEN Black software (v. 2011; Zeiss). Fluorescence microscopy of whole-mounted older stages was performed with a model no. DMI 4000 inverted microscope (10×, 20×, or 40× objectives; Leica) with differential interference contrast (DIC) optics, a DFC360FX camera (Leica), and LAS AF filters (Leica Microsystems) software. GFP/YFP (LS G5 band-pass) and chlorophyll-a autofluorescence (rhodamine/red fluorescent protein long-pass) filters were used. GUS-stained tissues were analyzed using an AxioScope A1 microscope (10×, 20×, or 40× objectives; Zeiss) with DIC optics. All images were processed using Photoshop CS5 (Adobe), including image merging for some late-stage gynoecia and brightness and contrast adjustments, which were done equally to the whole image as needed for clarification. Figures were compiled in Illustrator CS6 (Adobe).

Quantification of signal intensity in confocal images was performed using the ZEN Black software (v. 2011; Zeiss). For quantification of DR5::RFP and TCS::GFP expressing cells, single confocal snap images from 24 h BAP-treated gynoecia expressing both DR5::RFP and TCS::GFP reporters were used. The mean signal intensity (in arbitrary units) of RFP and GFP was calculated for a square area (5 μm², roughly the size of a single cell) in two places on the image. First, the mean intensity was calculated for a strong DR5::RFP-expressing cell, and then for a neighboring cell that appeared to express strong TCS::GFP. For pPIN3::PIN3::GFP, a maximum intensity projection image was created from the z-stacks, and from this image, the mean signal intensity was calculated (in arbitrary units) from a 10 μm² square area in the medial or lateral domains as specified. For consistency, the square was placed over the area in the medial or
later domain giving the highest mean intensity for each image. Between 5 and 10 gynoecia were analyzed for each stage and treatment. Only those gynoecia imaged in a clear orientation to visualize both medial and lateral domains apically were used. For pPIN7–PIN7–GFP quantification, confocal image stacks were merged to create a maximum intensity projection. These images were compared and fell into visually distinct categories of none (no distinct expression), weak (barely perceptible expression), strong (clear and distinct expression observed in about half of wild type expression), and two technical replicates were performed for each assay. All primers can be found in Supplemental Table S1.

Supplemental Data
The following supplemental materials are available.

Supplemental Table S1. Primers used in this study

Supplemental Figure S1. Peak cytokinin and auxin signaling domains are exclusive after BAP treatment.

Supplemental Figure S2. pTAA1–TAA1–GFP expression is unaltered in gynoecial primordia after BAP treatment.

Supplemental Figure S3. AHP6 expression and ahp6-1 mutant phenotype and auxin response.

Supplemental Figure S4. Expression of auxin biosynthesis and transport components after BAP treatment.

Supplemental Figure S5. pLA42–GUS expression in gynoecia after BAP treatment.

Supplemental Figure S6. Cytokinin-responsive YUC1, YUC4 and PIN7 reporters are not changed by exogenous auxin, while the PIN3 reporter is repressed by exogenous auxin.

Supplemental Figure S7. BAP upregulates ARR5 while both ARR5 and the reporter TCsn–GFP are reduced after PI-S5 treatment.
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